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tures are therefore not very well suited for
application to quantum information processing. In Stranski-Krastanow epitaxy (22–28),
vertical self-alignment of QDs occurs because the strain field of a dot in a first layer
facilitates the growth of a second dot above it.
Here, this technique has been modified by an
indium-flush procedure (29) to grow in close
proximity two layers of vertically correlated
InAs QDs separated by GaAs barriers. Each
dot can be approximated by a disk with radius
R and height h (Fig. 1A). The transmission
electron microscope (TEM) picture (30) (Fig.
1B) shows such a QD molecule with a barrier
of width d ⫽ 4 nm measured from wetting
layer to wetting layer. The typical dot height
h is estimated to be between 1 and 2 nm and
the typical radius R varies from 8 to 12 nm.
The electronic states with orbital angular momentum m ⫽ 0, ⫾1, . . . in each disk can be
characterized by the isospin (dot) index i ⫽ 0
or i ⫽ 1 (12).
For weak tunneling and strong lateral
quantization, the basic physics is well described by a simple model of m ⫽ 0 s-orbitals
in each dot. There are two electron s-states
0典 and 1典 with energy Es corresponding to
dot “0” and “1”. As h ⬍⬍ R, the wave function of a carrier in a disk is well localized
along the growth direction. The Hamiltonian
H in this basis
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geometry can be constructed. The second is
to demonstrate that electrons (holes) tunnel
coherently from dot 0典 to dot 1典. The third
task is to show that the tunneling indeed leads
to entangled states of electron-hole pairs. The
final task, the demonstration that one can put
contacts on a single pair of dots and apply a
vertical electric field to entangle/disentangle
states is a technical challenge which can be
tackled only after the first three tasks have
successfully been accomplished. In this work,
we isolate a single pair of vertically coupled
quantum disks, inject electron-hole pairs, and
study the evolution of their recombination
spectrum as a function of the vertical separation between the dots. The dependence of the
emission spectrum on the dot separation d is
used to demonstrate the coherent tunneling of
electrons and holes and the formation of entangled states, which we relate to the quantum information properties of the system.
Previous experimental (13–19) and theoretical (12, 20, 21) work on coupled QDs
reported maximum coupling induced splittings of ⬃1 meV resulting in a large sensitivity to thermal perturbations. These struc-
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There is significant interest in quantum information processing using quantum dots (QDs)
(1–8). The key building block of a quantum
processor is a quantum gate, which is used to
entangle the states of two quantum bits
(qubits). Quantum gates have been realized
using, e.g., ions in traps (9) and nuclear spins
in molecules (10). We have recently proposed to use a pair of vertically aligned semiconductor QDs (shown schematically in Fig.
1A) as the optically driven solid state quantum gate (11), in which an electric field applied along the growth direction can localize
individual carriers on the upper dot (index
zero) or the lower dot (index one). The two
different dot indices play the same role as the
two states of a “spin” (a qubit) and are referred to as “isospin” (12). When the electric
field is turned off, the quantum mechanical
tunneling rotates the “isospin” leading to the
superposition of two QD states. The quantum
gate is built when two different particles, an
electron and a hole, are created optically. In
the presence of the electric field, the particles
are localized on opposite dots. After switching off the electric field, the tunneling and
interaction between the two particles should
lead to the formation of entangled states. The
states can be disentangled at a later time by
preventing tunneling through the application
of an electric field.
We present results which support the feasibility of this proposal. The first and crucial
task is to demonstrate that a pair of vertically
aligned self-assembled QDs with a controlled
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic picture of a QD molecule. (B)
TEM image of coupled
InAs QDs separated by a
GaAs barrier with 4-nm
thickness. (C) Energies of
the low-lying electron
levels in a QD molecule as
function of the separation
between the dots.
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P ⫹ V 典 ⫽ M 00 关0,0典 ⫹ 1,1典]
⫹ M 01 关0,1典 ⫹ 1,0典]

(3)

where the Mij ⫽ 具ij典 are the overlap integrals
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of the electron and hole wave functions on
dots i and j. We therefore write the electronhole pair states in a new basis of entangled
states a典, b典, c典, and d典 consistent with
the interband polarization operator
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Assuming for simplicity similar tunneling
matrix elements for electron and hole, the
electron-hole pair Hamiltonian in the basis (a
through d ) is given by

tunneling and by Coulomb interactions. The
two entangled states c典 and d 典 (the maximum entangled Bell state) are exact exciton
eigenstates which are not coupled to the optically active states. They become addressable, e.g., through the optically active states
a⬘典 and b⬘典 by infrared radiation.
The evolution of the four energy levels of
the exciton as function of the dot separation is
shown in Fig. 2B. When the dots are far apart,
there are two groups of energy levels separated
by the exciton binding energy V00. When the
dots are brought closer, the optically active
states lower their energies and increase the

(5)

Here, EX ⫽ 2Es – V00 is the energy of an
exciton on a single dot, –V00 is the electronhole attraction for both particles being either
on dot “0” or dot “1”, V D
01 is the direct
interaction for an electron on dot 0 and a hole
on dot 1, V X
01 is the matrix element for electron-hole pair scattering from dot 0 to dot 1,
and V0 is the scattering matrix element involving only one particle, e.g., 具00V01典.
Only the optically active states a典 and
b典 remain coupled via the tunneling matrix
element t, which is renormalized by the Coulomb matrix elements V X
01 and V0. The actual
entangled eigenstates a⬘典 and b⬘典 of the
exciton Hamiltonian are the excitonic analogs
of the symmetric and antisymmetric single
particle states, with the splitting controlled by

spacing in a manner similar to the symmetricantisymmetric splitting of the single particle
energy levels. The dark configurations separate
from the bright ones and eventually are both
located above the optically active ones. The key
result is that the eigenstates a⬘ and b⬘ of the
electron-hole Hamiltonian are a linear combination of the entangled states a and b. This
guarantees that, for example, a state 10典 prepared by the application of an electric field will
evolve into an entangled state once tunneling is
allowed.
To demonstrate the validity of this model,
photoluminescence spectroscopy was performed on single QD molecules to suppress
inhomogeneous broadening of the emission
(27, 28). For this purpose, lithographic tech-
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Fig. 2. (A) Scheme of the electron-hole pair
configurations in a coupled pair of dots and
their analogy to isospin configurations. In each
panel, the left side corresponds to dot 0, the
right side to dot 1. The dark arrows indicate the
electron, the bright ones the hole. (B) Evolution
of the entangled states of two coupled isospins
(electron-hole pair) as function of the separation between the dots.
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Fig. 3. (A) Emission spectra of single QD molecules at T ⬃ 60 K for varying dot layer separation
d from 8 down to 4 nm. As reference, also a single QD was studied (top trace). (B) Evolution of the
energies of emission lines in (A) as function of the distance between QD layers. Circles and squares
denote experimental data, with dotted lines as guides to the eye.
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with 2t being the splitting (“Zeeman energy”)
of the (⫹) and (–) levels. We show the results
(Fig. 1C) of a calculation of the electron
energies in a QD molecule versus barrier
thickness for R ⫽ 8 nm. The barrier height of
the confinement potential is 800 meV, the
effective electron mass is 0.043 (31, 32).
From these calculations we expect a splitting
of the s-shell which increases from ⬃5 meV
for d ⫽ 10 nm to ⬃40 meV for d ⫽ 4 nm. For
d ⫽ 4 to 5 nm, a crossing of the antisymmetric s-state and the symmetric state from the
p-shell with m ⫽ ⫾1 is expected.
In a spectroscopic experiment we measure
the recombination of an electron-hole complex, so that Coulomb correlations also need
to be included. We now discuss a simple
model of an exciton in a QD molecule in the
weak tunneling limit. In Fig. 2A, we show the
four isospin states of a single electron-hole
pair: 0,0典, 1,1典, 0,1典, and 1,0典. The first
two states correspond to an electron and a
hole on dot “0” or dot “1” and can be created
optically. The second pair corresponds to indirect electron-hole pairs, e.g., electron on
dot “0” and hole on dot “1” and can only be
created optically when there is a (small) overlap of the states on the two dots. The interband polarization operator P⫹ describing the
creation of an electron-hole pair can be written as

niques were used to fabricate mesa structures,
in which single dot molecules can be isolated
due to the small lateral sizes (⬃100 nm) (33).
The luminescence of single QD molecules,
from which the evolution of the molecule states
with decreasing dot separation (from top to
bottom) is seen, is shown in Fig. 3A. The
spectra were recorded at low excitation powers
to avoid emission from multiexciton complexes. The temperature was ⬃60 K so that not only
ground state exciton emission, but also emission from excited exciton states is observed due
to thermal excitation. In each case, symmetric
single QD molecules were selected whose
ground state emission is located at the center of
the emission band of the corresponding arrays.
The top trace in Fig. 3A shows the emission of
a single QD which serves as reference for the
emission from the QD molecules.
For a large dot separation d ⫽ 16 nm in a
molecule (34), two emission lines are observed
in the s-shell with a splitting varying from 0 to 4
meV. For this distance and temperature, interaction with acoustical phonons prevents coherent tunneling, and we expect that the recombination takes place from either state 0,0典 or
1,1典 in individual QDs. The small splitting
arises from dot inhomogeneities. For a dot separation d ⫽ 8 nm, the s-shell emission splits into
the entangled exciton states a⬘典 and b⬘典 (eigenstates of the electron-hole Hamiltonian). The
energy splitting between them is about 10 meV.
In addition, a further emission line denoted by
␣典 appears on the high energy side. The energies of all these features depend systematically
on d: Reduction of the QD separation moves the
emission line a⬘典 strongly to lower energies,
while the energy of the peak b⬘典 is almost
constant leading to an increase of their splitting
to more than 25 meV. This behavior is suggestive of the energy level splitting due to the dot
coupling. Hence we ascribe the two emission
lines as originating from the entangled states of
the s-shell exciton. The line ␣典, on the other
hand, moves to lower energies with decreasing d
and can be assigned to the lowest entangled state
from the p-shell.
The transition energies (summarized in
Fig. 3B) show the dependence of exciton
transition energies in the QD molecules in
Fig. 3A versus wetting layer separation d.
The observed behavior is in qualitative agreement with that expected from the model calculations in Fig. 2. Most importantly, the
splitting between the optically active entangled exciton states of the s-shell is more than
30 meV when the barrier width becomes
smaller than 5 nm. Despite the statistical
variations, the observed trends, in particular
for the energy splitting among the levels, are
typical for the studied QD molecules.
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A Lost-Wax Approach to
Monodisperse Colloids and
Their Crystals
Peng Jiang, Jane F. Bertone, Vicki L. Colvin*
We report a nanoscale “lost-wax” method for forming colloids with size distributions around 5% and their corresponding colloidal crystals. Macroporous
polymer templates are first prepared from a silica colloidal crystal. We then use
the uniform and interconnected voids of the porous polymer to generate a wide
variety of highly monodisperse inorganic, polymeric, and metallic solid and
core-shell colloids, as well as hollow colloids with controllable shell thickness,
as colloidal crystals. We can also uniformly deform the polymer template to
alter colloidal shape and demonstrate the formation of elliptical particles with
precisely controlled aspect ratios.
Monodisperse colloids have uniform physical
and chemical properties that are useful for the
quantitative evaluation of the optical, magnetic, electrokinetic, or adsorptive behavior
of colloidal matter. In addition, highly uniform colloids offer superior properties for
commercial applications ranging from magnetic recording to optical pigments (1). When
sedimented, colloids with size distributions
less than 5% can form three-dimensional
(3D) periodic colloidal crystals. Existing
strategies for preparing monodisperse colloids and nanoparticles generally manipulate
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the chemistry of colloid formation (1, 2).
Only silica and some polymer colloids can be
routinely prepared with the narrow size distributions required for forming monolithic
high-quality colloidal crystals (3). Unfortunately, these colloids do not exhibit the optical, nonlinear optical, or electro-optical functionality of other materials. In addition, although several methods have been developed
to make colloidal crystals from silica and
polymer colloids (4), colloidal crystallization
is difficult for other denser colloids.
We report a physical rather than chemical
strategy for forming virtually any colloid
with size distributions of 5%. Rather than
developing separate chemical methods for
different materials, an alternative approach is
to use high-quality colloidal crystals to create
templates for the formation of a second gen-
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